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Andrew Griffiths is an entrepreneur with a passion for small
business. From humble beginnings as an orphan growing
up in Western Australia, Andrew has owned and operated a
number of successful small businesses. His first
enterprise - at age 7, was a paper round in the seedy
red light suburbs of 1970's Perth. Since then he has sold
encyclopaedias door to door, travelled the world as an
international sales manager, worked in the remote Great
Sandy Desert for a gold exploration company and been a
commercial diver. Clearly this unusual combination of
experiences have made him the remarkable man he is.
Inspired by his constant desire to see others reach their full
potential and achieve their goals, Andrew has written six
hugely successful books, with many more on the way.
His 101 Ways series offers small business owners practical,
proven and achievable advice. The series is now sold in
over 40 countries worldwide.
Andrew is founding director of The Marketing
Professionals, one of Australia's most strategic, creative and
respected marketing and corporate imaging firms. He is a
big supporter of many charities and he has an infectious
sense of fun that touches everyone he meets.
Known for his ability to entertain, inspire and deliver key
messages, Andrew has become a powerful keynote
presenter, bringing passion and flamboyant energy to the
corporate world.

ANDREW GRIFFITHS BOOKS
101 Ways to Market Your Business
101 Ways to Boost Your Business
101 Ways to Advertise Your Business
101 Ways to Really Satisfy Your Customers

Further to this Andrew offers specialist advice to large
corporations, franchises and Government departments on
how to grow small business and entrepreneurs and how to
communicate effectively with this growing market. All of
this occurs from his chosen home of Cairns, North
Queensland, the Great Barrier Reef, Australia.

101 Ways to Have a Business and a Life
Secrets to Building a Winning Business

For more information about Andrew Griffiths please visit www.andrewgriffiths.com.au

